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Abstract 

Cylinder liner is an exchangeable metal sleeve put inside the chamber of the motor, building 
up a durable surface to suffer wear from cylinder. Its key capacity is to make a 
sliding/slipping surface, heat move gas seal and pressure. This article delineates the structure 
and examination of the chamber liner of a marine motor utilizing titanium compound G4 
(Grade 4). Right now a chamber liner is fabricated/shaped by utilizing cast iron amalgam. 
FEA of a chamber liner is finished by mulling over a similar material. The top notch mix of 
investigative parameters, for example, anxiety, twisting and security factor for diesel marine 
diesel motor liner made ANSYS programming. Warm examination is additionally done 
utilizing the transmission pace of the material recognized above in a similar programming. 
Titanium combination (Grade 4) has more solidness and elasticity so it can deal with high 
weights in light of the burning of fuel. 

Keywords: Titanium alloy, corrosion resistance, Marine engine, FEA, 4-stroke engine, 
thermal analysis, CATIA V5 R21, ANSYS 14.0 

Introduction  

Chamber liner is a sort of round and hollow bit to be fixed inside square of the motor to shape 
the chamber. It is one of the incomparable critical useful parts to make the inside of a motor. 
Chamber liner, utilized as within mass of chamber, makes the sliding surface for the cylinder 
rings however keeping up the ointment selective. The most critical goal/point of the chamber 
liners is its excellent property as the sliding/slipping surface and these 4 are important. High 
properties against coals; A littler sum wear on the liner chamber itself; A lesser measure of 
wear on a cylinder ring accomplice; Less sustaining of grease; High warm conductivity; 
Difficult to make high weight at high temperature [1]–[3]. 

Cylinder liner acquires heat ignition utilizing cylinder rings and the cylinder moves warmth 
to cooling medium (coolant). Chamber liner keeps away from compacted gas and gas ignition 
getaway out. It is essential that a chamber liner which is hard to make by high weight and 
high temperature be outfitted with a chamber. The chamber mass of the motor is underneath 
high temperature and high weight, by methods for cylinder and cylinder rings slipping/sliding 
at more noteworthy rates. In exact, since longer administration life expectancy is fundamental 
for marine (sea) motors, for the extraordinary toughness and qualities just chamber made up 
of cost iron are utilized. Likewise, with the most recent pattern of light motors, 
materials/assets for the motor squares have been moving from solid metal to aluminum 
combinations [4]–[6]. 

On the other hand, as the sliding/slipping surface of the inside piece of chamber, the direct 
sliding development of the aluminum (Al) amalgams has deficiencies in the mutilation during 
wear obstruction activity.  
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Consequently, the chamber of cast iron are utilized in most extreme cases. In the event that 
chamber liner is utilized when planning and choosing material for a liner chamber of marine 
motor enemy of erosion property is significant. Particularly in wet boats cooled unswervingly 
by erosion water and high rate because of oxidation of metals. This includes upkeep cost. The 
warm properties of the material are likewise significant in picking material for the chamber 
liner [7]. 

Engine specification 

“Yanmar type 8SY-STP 

 Configuration: 4-stroke, vertical, water cooled diesel engine;
 Maximum output at crankshaft: 662 kW (900 hp) / 2300rpm;
 At crank shaft continuous rating output
 Displacement of the cylinder: 15.6 L (952 cu in); 
 Bore x stroke: 127 mm x 154 mm (5.0 in x 6.1 in); 
 Cylinders: V8-type 90°; 
 Combustion system: Direct injection

Calculation  

The nomenclature and the data used in this analysis is 

Figure 1.  Nomenclature & Data Used

Formula used in this analysis for calculations of the pressure 15.8 
and design of the cylinder liner with full calculation is represented in 

Specification of the cylinder liner is given in 
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motor enemy of erosion property is significant. Particularly in wet boats cooled unswervingly 
by erosion water and high rate because of oxidation of metals. This includes upkeep cost. The 
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stroke, vertical, water cooled diesel engine; 
Maximum output at crankshaft: 662 kW (900 hp) / 2300rpm; 

uous rating output: 503 kW (655 hp) / 2100 rpm;  
: 15.6 L (952 cu in);  

Bore x stroke: 127 mm x 154 mm (5.0 in x 6.1 in);  

Combustion system: Direct injection”. 

The nomenclature and the data used in this analysis is exemplified in Figure 1. 

.  Nomenclature & Data Used Figure 2. Formula for calculation and full calculation

Formula used in this analysis for calculations of the pressure 15.8 lift V8-type marine engine 
and design of the cylinder liner with full calculation is represented in  Figure

Specification of the cylinder liner is given in Figure 3. 
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. Formula for calculation and full calculation 

type marine engine 
Figure 2. 
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Figure 

Mechanical Analysis &Thermal Analysis 

 

Figure 4. Total Deformation

Discussion  

Figure . Illustrate the total deformation 
deformation was determined by using ANSYS V14.0 software.

Figure . Illustrate the heat flux in each direction.

Results 

The outcomes of this analysis id 
deformations of the Titanium Alloy (grade 4).

Figure 3. Specifications of cylinder liner 

Thermal Analysis  

. Total Deformation    Figure 5. Total Heat Flux

. Illustrate the total deformation affected by pressure, were analysed and maximum 
deformation was determined by using ANSYS V14.0 software. 

. Illustrate the heat flux in each direction. 

of this analysis id presented in Figure  with the stress &
deformations of the Titanium Alloy (grade 4). 

 

 

. Total Heat Flux 

by pressure, were analysed and maximum 

with the stress & strain and 
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Figure 6. Stress, Strain & Deformations of Titanium alloy (Grade 4
properties of

Mechanical and thermal properties of the Titanium Alloy (Grade 4) as shown in 

Conclusion  

In the wake of considering and examining the chamber liner which is by utilizing Titanium 
Alloy (grade 4) after end were drawn: The 
4) is a lot lighter than the past chamber liner. ANSYS comparing pressure (von
titanium combination (grade 4) is to some degree not exactly the present material of chamber 
straight for example cast iron combination. 
combination is lower than the present material (amalgam of cast) of chamber liner.
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